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Coding for visual stimuli in the ventral stream is known to be invariant to object identity

preserving nuisance transformations. Indeed, much recent theoretical and

experimental work suggests that the main challenge for the visual cortex is to build up

such nuisance invariant representations. Recently, artificial convolutional networks

have succeeded in both learning such invariant properties and, surprisingly, predicting

cortical responses in macaque and mouse visual cortex with unprecedented accuracy.

However, some of the key ingredients that enable such success—supervised learning

and the backpropagation algorithm—are neurally implausible. This makes it difficult to

relate advances in understanding convolutional networks to the brain. In contrast,

many of the existing neurally plausible theories of invariant representations in the brain

involve unsupervised learning, and have been strongly tied to specific plasticity rules.

To close this gap, we study an instantiation of simple-complex cell model and show, for

a broad class of unsupervised learning rules (including Hebbian learning), that we can

learn object representations that are invariant to nuisance transformations belonging to

a finite orthogonal group. These findings may have implications for developing neurally

plausible theories and models of how the visual cortex or artificial neural networks

build selectivity for discriminating objects and invariance to real-world nuisance

transformations.
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